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ABSTRACT
Supersymmetric p-branes that carry a single electric or magnetic charge and preserve
1/2 of the supersymmetry have been interpreted as the constituents from which all super-
symmetric p-branes can be constructed as bound states, albeit with zero binding energy.
Here we extend the discussion to non-supersymmetric p-branes, and argue that they also
can be interpreted as bound states of the same basic supersymmetric constituents. In gen-
eral, the binding energy is non-zero, and can be either positive or negative depending on
the specific choice of constituents. In particular, we find that the a = 0 Reissner-Nordstrøm
black hole in D = 4 can be built from different sets of constituents such that it has zero,
positive or negative binding energy.
Research supported in part by DOE Grant DE-FG05-91-ER40633 and
EC Human Capital and Mobility Programme under contract ERBCHBGCT920176.
1 Introduction
Isotropic p-brane solitons in M-theory or string theory have been extensively studied, and
their classification has been discussed from various points of view. One approach is to
organise the various solutions using the U duality group of the theory. In particular, it
was shown that p-brane solutions form representations of the U Weyl group [1]. Another
approach is to interpret lower dimensional solutions from the viewpoint of the fundamental
dimension of the theory, namely D = 11 in the case of M-theory. In other words, the
lower-dimensional solutions can be oxidised, by the inverse of the Kaluza-Klein reduction
procedure, to solutions in D = 11. It has been shown that lower dimensional supersymmet-
ric p-branes can be viewed as intersecting M-branes [2-7] or boosted intersecting M-branes
[7] in D = 11. A third approach, which until now has also been applied only to super-
symmetric p-branes, is to view those solutions that carry more than one kind of charge as
bound states of single-charge solutions [8, 7, 9]. For example, the a = 1, 1/
√
3 and 0 black
holes in D = 4 can be viewed as bound states of two, three or four a =
√
3 black holes
[8]. Another example is provided by the dyonic string [11] in D = 6, which can be viewed
as a bound state of an electric and a magnetic string [7]. All the above solutions Strictly
speaking, the term bound state is a misnomer, since the binding energy is actually zero for
these supersymmetric p-branes. This zero binding energy is consistent with the fact that
the charges in the above multi-charge solutions can be located independently; the bound
states can be ”pulled apart” into constituents that can sit in static equilibrium at any sep-
aration. This type of multi-charge, multi-center solution was first discussed in [10], where
a four-charge supersymmetric black hole in D = 4 was “split” into two a = 1 two-charge
black holes (which themselves can be further split into a =
√
3 black holes).
The majority of p-brane solutions are in fact not supersymmetric [12]. The purpose of
this paper is to extend the previous discussion of bound states to encompass these non-
supersymmetric solutions. As we shall see, all these solutions can also be viewed as bound
states of the same supersymmetric building blocks, namely the single-charge p-branes. The
major difference from the supersymmetric bound states is that now the binding energy is
non-zero. In some cases, the binding energy is positive, implying that the supersymmetric
building blocks will undergo a spontaneous fusion to form the non-supersymmetric p-brane.
In other cases, the binding energy is negative, and the non-supersymmetric p-brane will
undergo a spontaneous fission into its supersymmetric constituents.
The binding energy of a p-brane can easily be calculated by comparing its mass with the
sum of the masses of its individual constituents when their locations are widely separated.
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Of course if the binding energy is non-zero, this configuration will not be an exact solution.
However, it can be made arbitrarily good by taking the separations to be sufficiently large.
We shall discuss the binding energy for single-scalar solutions in section 2. In these solutions,
the charges carried by the various participating field strengths arise in fixed ratios, which
implies that they are formed as bound states of constituents whose charges have the same
ratios. In the case of supersymmetric p-branes, more general solutions are known in which
the charges can be independently specified [13], implying that these are bound states of
constituents with independent charges. The analogous solutions with independent charges
are not in general known for the non-supersymmetric cases, and so the exact discussion
is generally restricted to the cases where the constituents have the necessary fixed ratios
of charges. In section 3, however, we shall present an explicit exact solution with two
independent charges in one particular non-supersymmetric case, namely a black hole dyon
in D = 4, with one field strength that carries both an electric charge Qe and a magnetic
charge Qm. The mass of the bound state is
m = (Q2/3e +Q
2/3
m )
3/2 , (1)
while the widely-separated electric and magnetic black hole constituents have total mass
m∞ = Qe+Qm. Thus the binding energy in this case is negative. If the charges Qe and Qm
are equal, the solution reduces to an extremal a = 0 Reissner-Nordstrøm black hole. This
is quite distinct from the usual four-charge a = 0 Reissner-Nordstrøm black hole which,
being supersymmetric, has zero binding energy. By contrast, this new two-charge Reissner-
Nordstrøm black hole is non-supersymmetric, and is like a dyon fission bomb with a yield
of about 29% of the mass of the dyon. In fact we can also construct an eight-charge a = 0
Reissner-Nordstrøm black hole with positive binding energy.
We have not found exact solutions for any other non-supersymmetric p-branes with
independent charges. Instead, in section 4, we present a general perturbative analysis for
charges which are close to the fixed ratios of the exact single-scalar solutions. In certain
cases, we can use these results to conjecture the analogue of the mass formula (1).
2 Binding energy of single-scalar p-branes
The Kaluza-Klein reduction of eleven-dimensional supergravity to D dimensions gives rise
to various field strengths coming both from the 4-form and from the vielbein in D = 11.
Denoting the compactified (11 −D) internal indices by i, j, · · ·, we have F4, F (i)3 , F (ij)2 and
F
(ijk)
1 from the former, and F (i)2 and F (ij)1 from the latter, where the subscript index denotes
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the degree of the form. The detailed expression for the bosonic Lagrangian can be found in
[12]. It admits a consistent truncation to the Lagrangian
e−1L = R− 12 (∂~φ)2 −
1
2n!
N∑
α=1
e−~aα·
~φ F 2α + LFFA , (2)
where ~φ = (φ1, · · · , φN), Fα are a set of N antisymmetric tensor field strengths of rank n,
and ~aα are the associated constant vectors characterising their couplings to the dilatonic
scalars ~φ. The term LFFA represents the dimensional reduction of the FFA term in D = 11.
This, together with the Chern-Simons modifications to the field strengths, vanishes for the
solutions we shall construct, and we shall not consider them further. (This puts constraints
on the possible charges that can be used to construct p-brane solutions; a full discussion of
these constraints can be found in [12].) The n-rank field strengths can be used to construct
elementary p-branes with world-volume dimension d = n − 1, or solitonic p-branes with
d = D − n− 1. In both cases, the p-brane metric takes the form
ds2 = e2Adxµdxνηµν + e
2Bdymdym , (3)
where xµ are the coordinates on the d-dimensional world volume. The functions A and B
depend only on the coordinates ym of the transverse space. In all the extremal solutions
that we shall be considering in this paper, they satisfy the relation dA + d˜B = 0, where
d˜ ≡ D − d− 2.
A further truncation to the single-scalar Lagrangian
e−1L = R− 12(∂φ)2 −
1
2n!
e−aφ F 2 (4)
is possible, where a, φ and F are given by [12]
a2 =
(∑
α,β
(M−1)αβ
)−1
, φ = a
∑
α,β
(M−1)αβ ~aα · ~φ ,
F 2α = a
2
∑
β
(M−1)αβ F
2 , (5)
and Mαβ = ~aα · ~aβ. The parameter a can be conveniently re-expressed as
a2 = ∆− 2dd˜
D − 2 , (6)
where ∆ is preserved under dimensional reduction [14]. The equations of motion following
from (4) admit extremal p-brane solutions given by
ds2 =
(
1 +
k
rd˜
)− 4d˜∆(D−2) dxµdxνηµν +
(
1 +
k
rd˜
) 4d
∆(D−2) dymdym ,
eφ =
(
1 +
k
rd˜
) 2a
ǫ∆ , (7)
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where ǫ = 1 for elementary solutions and ǫ = −1 for solitonic solutions. The field strength
F carries electric or magnetic charge Q, k = 2
√
∆Q/d˜, and the mass per unit p-volume is
given by
m =
2Q√
∆
. (8)
The mass (8) of a single-scalar p-brane solution can be compared with the total mass
m∞ of its widely-separated constituents. If follows from (5) that each field strength Fα
carries a charge
Qα ≡ Qcα , with cα ≡ a
(∑
β
(M−1)αβ
)1/2
. (9)
The constants cα describe the fixed fractions of the total normalised charge Q that are
carried by the field strengths Fα. Note that
∑
α c
2
α = 1. The total mass m∞ is
m∞ =
∑
α
Qα = Q
∑
α
cα , (10)
since each constituent is a ∆ = 4 solution. The binding energy is then given by
δE = Q
(∑
α
cα − 2√
∆
)
. (11)
For supersymmetric p-branes, the dilaton vectors ~aα satisfy the dot products
Mαβ = 4δαβ −
2dd˜
D − 2 , (12)
which implies that the cα are all equal, and that ∆ = 4/N . Thus from (11) we recover the
previously-known result that the supersymmetric p-branes have zero binding energy.
For non-supersymmetric solutions, the binding energy can be of either sign, depending
on the detailed structure of the dot products of the dilaton vectors. The discussion becomes
particularly simple for p-brane solutions using 3-form field strengths (i.e. elementary strings
or solitonic (D − 5)-branes). The dot products Mαβ in this case are given by [12]
Mαβ = 2δαβ −
2(D − 6)
D − 2 , (13)
implying that the cα are again all equal, cα = 1/
√
N , and ∆ = 2 + 2/N . Thus the binding
energy (11) is
δE = Q
√
N
(
1−
√
2
N+1
)
, (14)
which is positive for all N ≥ 2. Thus it is energetically favourable for a set of N widely-
separated ∆ = 4 constituents carrying the appropriate set of charges to coalesce to form a
p-brane soliton of this kind. The exact solution that would describe this collapse would of
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course be non-static and extremely complicated. It would also be non-supersymmetric; how-
ever, in the limit where the separation between the constituents goes to infinity, supersym-
metry would be asymptotically restored locally in the neighbourhood of each constituent.
A similar asymptotic local enhancement of supersymmetry also occurs for the supersym-
metric bound states. The difference in that case however is that the supersymmetry is
never totally broken even when the constituents coalesce. Furthermore the configuration
is static, and hence it is somewhat misleading to refer to the supersymmetric p-branes as
bound states, since the constituents will remain in neutral equilibrium at any separation.
On the other hand, the non-supersymmetric p-branes are consequences of the natural evo-
lution of widely-separated supersymmetric constituents.1 Note that in addition to 3-form
solutions in M-theory, the above solutions can also be used to describe a ∆ = 3 string with
vanishing dilaton in type IIB supergravity, which involves both the NS-NS and R-R 3-form
field strengths.
In the above supersymmetric and non-supersymmetric examples, we have cα’s that are
all equal. It follows from (9) that each individual field strength carries an equal charge.
Further non-supersymmetric equal-charge p-branes can also be constructed using 2-form
field strengths. For example, the dot products of the dilaton vectors of the 2-form field
strengths Fα coming from the vielbein are given by
Mαβ = 2δαβ +
2
D − 2 . (15)
it is straightforward to verify that cα are equal, and that ∆ = 2 + 2/N . Thus the binding
energy for elementary black holes or solitonic (D−4)-branes carrying equal charges of these
kinds is again given by (14).
While all supersymmetric single-scalar solutions carry equal charges, in many non-
supersymmetric cases the ratios of the individual charges can be different. This can oc-
cur when a solution involves more than two different type of charges. A simple example
is provided by an a = 0 black hole in D = 9. The solution involves all the three 2-form
field strengths, namely F (1) and F (2) coming from the D = 11 vielbein and F (12) coming
from the 4-form in D = 11.2 It has ∆ = 12/7 and the fractions cα of the total normalised
1 It is worth remarking here that all the extremal single-scalar p-branes admit multi-center generalisations,
implying a non-force condition, whether or not they are supersymmetric [15]. However, the supersymmetric
ones allow a much more general kind of separation of centers, in which charges of different species can be
located independently in the transverse space. Obviously, such static solutions with separated charge species
are not possible for the non-supersymmetric p-branes, precisely because their binding energy is non-zero.
2This is the first of a number of examples of non-supersymmetric a = 0 black holes in D < 9 that lie
outside the classification given in [12], involving (12−D) 2-form field strengths.
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charge Q carried by each field strength turn out to be
√
2/7,
√
2/7 and
√
3/7 respectively.
Thus it follows from (11) that the 9-dimensional a = 0 black hole has a positive binding
energy. Another example is an a = 0 eight-charge Reissner-Nordstrøm black hole in D = 4,
which is non-supersymmetric. Indeed it was well known that there exist supersymmetric
Reissner-Nordstrøm black holes with zero binding energy, which can carry, for example,
three electric charges and one magnetic charges by the 2-form field strengths F (12), F (34),
F (56) and F (7) respectively. In the non-supersymmetric case we are discussing here, there
are five electric charges carried by the 2-forms F (3), · · · ,F (7), and three magnetic charges
carried by F (1), F (2) and F (12). The solution has ∆ = 1, and the fractions cα are 1/
√
12
for each electric charge, and 1/
√
6, 1/
√
6 and 1/2 for the three magnetic charges. Thus the
binding energy is again positive. In the next section, we shall describe a two-charge dyonic
black hole with negative binding energy.
Let us, at this point, use D = 9 as an example to illustrate the different types of bound-
state black holes mentioned above. There are three basic black-hole building blocks in
D = 9, namely those where F (1), F (2) or F (12) carry the electric charge. We shall call them
type A, B and C respectively. We can build three two-charge bound states: AC and BC
are both supersymmetric with ∆ = 2; in fact they form a doublet under the U Weyl group
S2 [1]. AB is non-supersymmetric with ∆ = 3, and it has positive binding energy. Thus if
two constituents A and C, or B and C, are initially separated, they will remain in neutral
equilibrium. On the other hand, if the constituents A and B are intitially separated, they
will tend to attract one another. Similarly, as we mentioned above, there is also an ABC
bound state with positive binding energy.
In all the examples that we have discussed explicitly above, the binding energy is non-
negative. This seems to be true for the majority of the p-brane solutions. However, there
are cases where the binding energy can be negative. For example there is a solitonic string
in D = 4, with charges carried by the 1-form field strengths F (12), F (34) and F (135), in
the fractions cα =
√
3/10,
√
3/10 and 2/
√
10 respectively. The solution has ∆ = 2/5, and
hence the binding energy δE = Q(2
√
3− 8)/√10 is negative.
3 A black hole dyon in D = 4
In D = 2n, n-form field strengths can carry both electric and magnetic charges simultane-
ously, giving rise to dyonic (n−2)-branes. As discussed in [12], there are two kinds of dyonic
p-branes. The first kind involves more than one field strength, with each field strength car-
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rying either electric or magnetic charge but not both. An example is the supersymmetric
four-charge Reissner-Nordstrøm black hole, which we discussed in the previous section. The
second kind is more genuinely dyonic, in that each field strength carries both electric and
magnetic charge. In this paper, we reserve the term “dyon” exclusively for dyonic p-branes
of the second kind. An example is the dyonic string in D = 6 [11], which preserves 1/4
of the supersymmetry. Another example is a dyonic black hole using two field strengths,
for example F (12) and F (3), with electric charges Q1 and Q2, and magnetic charges Q2
and Q1 respectively [12]. The second example is non-supersymmetric [12]. It reduces to
a non-supersymmetric Reissner-Nordstrøm black hole in D = 4, with zero binding energy.
This is understandable since it also involves four charges, as in the supersymmetric case.
In this section, we shall construct a new dyonic black hole in D = 4, with only one
field strength, carrying both electric charge Qe and magnetic charge Qm. It is in fact the
extremal limit of the dyonic Toda black hole constructed in [16]. The equations of motion
in the extremal limit are given by [16]
φ′′ = 8
√
3(Q2ee
√
3φ −Q2me−
√
3φ)e2A A′′ = 4(Q2ee
√
3φ +Q2me
−
√
3φ)e2A ,
4A′2 + φ′2 = 16(Q2ee
√
3φ +Q2me
−
√
3φ)e2A , (16)
where a prime denotes a derivative with respect to ρ ≡ 1/r. Defining new functions q1 and
q2 by
A = 14(q1 + q2 − 2 log(16QeQm)) , φ =
√
3
2 (q2 − q1) + 1√3 log
Qm
Qe
, (17)
the equations of motion (16) become
q′′1 = e
2q1−q2 , q′′2 = e
2q2−q1 , (18)
H ≡ 13 (p21 + p22 + p1p2)− e2q1−q2 − e2q2−q1 = 0 , (19)
where H(p1, p2, q1, q2) is the Hamiltonian. Thus Hamilton’s equations q
′
i = ∂H/∂pi imply
that p1 = 2q
′
1 − q′2, and p2 = 2q′2 − q′1, while p′i = −∂H/∂qi gives precisely the equations of
motion (18). Thus the original equations of motion for the dyonic black hole can be cast
into the SU(3) Toda equations (18). The vanishing of the Hamiltonian is a consequence of
requiring that the solution be extremal. In [16], the general non-extremal case with non-
vanishing Hamiltonian was discussed. We can obtain the extremal solution either by taking
the limit of the non-extremal solution in [16], or by directly solving the equations (18,19).
The required extremal solution can be obtained by making the ansatz e−q2 = e−q1 + const.
With this ansatz, it is easy to verify that (e−q1)′′ = 1 = (e−q2)′′. Thus the solution is given
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by these two simple equations, subject to the first order constraint (19). Requiring that the
function A and the dilaton φ be zero in the asymptotic limit ρ = 1/r = 0, the solution is
eφ/
√
3−2A = 1 + 4Q2/3m (Q
2/3
e +Q
2/3
m )
1/2 1
r
+ 8Q2/3e Q
4/3
m
1
r2
,
e−φ/
√
3−2A = 1 + 4Q2/3e (Q
2/3
e +Q
2/3
m )
1/2 1
r
+ 8Q2/3m Q
4/3
e
1
r2
, (20)
together with B = −A. There is an horizon at r = 0. All physical quantities, including the
dilaton, field strength and curvatures, are finite on the horizon. The entropy is
S = 8πQeQm , (21)
and the temperature T is zero. The non-extremal generalisation was given in [16]. It is easy
to verify that in the near-extremal regime, the entropy and temperature satisfy the relation
S = 8πQeQm + 128(QeQm)
4/3
√
Q
2/3
e +Q
2/3
m T . (22)
The mass of the dyonic black hole is
m = (Q2/3e +Q
2/3
m )
3/2 . (23)
On the other hand, the total mass of the purely electric and magnetic constituents, at large
separation, is given by m∞ = Qe+Qm. Thus the binding energy is negative whenever both
charges are non-vanishing.
It is interesting to note that if the two charges Qe and Qm are equal, Qe = Qm = Q/
√
2,
the dilaton φ decouples, and the solution becomes precisely the extremal a = 0 Reissner-
Nordstrøm black hole, whose metric is given by
ds2 = −
(
1 +
2Q
r
)−2
dt2 +
(
1 +
2Q
r
)2
dymdym , (24)
and its mass is m = 2Q. Thus we see that the a = 0 Reissner-Nordstrøm black hole can
be embedded in D = 4 maximal supergravity in four inequivalent ways. One is the usual
supersymmetric embedding with four non-zero charges for appropriate field strengths, e.g.
F (12), F (34), F (56) and F (7).3 In accordance with that fact that the solution is supersym-
metric, this embedding has zero binding energy. The other three inequivalent embeddings
are all non-supersymmetric, and involve two charges, four charges or eight charges. They
3In fact this solution itself has a non-supersymmetric variant [13, 17], achieved by making an alternative
sign choice for any one of the charges, which appear quadratically in the bosonic equations of motion. The
fermionic equations of motion and the supersymmetry transformations involve the field strength linearly,
and thus are sensitive to this sign choice.
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have negative, zero and positive binding energies respectively. The first case is the one
that we have just discussed above. The third case is the a = 0 eight-charge black hole
that we discussed in the previous section. The second case, the a = 0 non-supersymmetric
four-charge black hole with zero binding energy, can be obtained from the dyonic black hole
with two 2-forms that we discussed in the first paragraph of this section, by setting the
charges Q1 and Q2 equal.
4 Multi-scalar non-supersymmetric p-branes
In section 2 we discussed single-scalar p-brane solutions, in which the non-vanishing charges
occur in fixed ratios that are determined by the dot products of the associated dilaton
vectors ~aα. If the solution is supersymmetric, it can easily be generalised to a multi-scalar
solution where all the charges become independent. On the other hand, if the solution
is non-supersymmetric, such a generalisation is not known, except for the new two-charge
dyonic black hole which we discussed in the previous section. In this section, we shall
present first-order perturbative solutions for charges which are close to the fixed ratios of
the exact single-scalar solutions. The Lagrangian is given by (2). The equations of motion
are [13]
ϕ′′α =
8
d˜2
ǫ
∑
β
Mαβ Q
2
β e
ǫϕβ+2dA , (25)
d(D − 2)A′2 + 12 d˜
∑
α,β
(M−1)αβϕ
′
αϕ
′
β =
8
d˜
∑
α
Q2αe
ǫϕα+2dA , (26)
where a prime again denotes a derivative with respect to ρ = 1/rd˜, ϕα = ~aα · ~φ, and the
function A is given by
A =
ǫd˜
D − 2
∑
α,β
(M−1)αβ ϕα . (27)
Defining Φα = ǫ
∑
β(M
−1)αβ ϕβ, it follows from (27) that (25) becomes
Φ′′α =
8Q2α
d˜2
exp
(∑
β
(Mαβ +
2dd˜
(D − 2))Φβ
)
. (28)
In the supersymmetric case, the dot products of dilaton vectors satisfy (12), implying that
these equations are diagonal Liouville equations in Φα and can be easily solved. The mass
of the supersymmetric p-brane is given by
m =
∑
α
Qα , (29)
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which is exactly the same as the total mass of the constituents when they are widely
separated. In general, the equations (28) have the general form of Toda equations, but with
precise coefficients that seem to render them non-integrable. However, the exact solution
can be obtained if the charges occur in the fixed ratios given by (9) since then the equations
reduce to those for the single-scalar solutions. In this case, Φα = Φ
0
α ≡ ǫc2αφ/a, where φ is
the remaining dilaton of the single-scalar solution, given by (7).
Let us consider a perturbation in which the charges Qα are displaced slightly from their
single-scalar values:
Qα = cαQ(1 + εα) , Φα = Φ
0
α +
∑
β
εβfαβ . (30)
Substituting these equations into (28), we obtain the equations of motion for the first-order
functions fαβ:
f ′′αβ =
8Q2
d˜2
eǫ∆φ/a
(
2c2αδαβ + a
2
∑
γ,δ
(M−1)αδ(Mαγ +
2dd˜
D − 2)fγβ
)
, (31)
where the only summations are those indicated explicitly. Defining fα =
∑
β fβα, we have
f ′′α =
8Q2
d˜2
eǫ∆φ/a
(
2c2α +∆fα
)
. (32)
It follows from (7) that we can solve for the functions fα, obtaining
4
fα =
2c2α
∆
(
(1 + kρ)−1 − 1
)
. (33)
Thus we obtain the function A in the metric, given by
A =
d˜
D − 2
∑
α
Φα = A
0 +
2d˜
D − 2
∑
α
fαεα , (34)
where A0 is the unperturbed metric function. Thus we have
e2A =
(
1 + kρ
)− 4d˜∆(D−2) (1 + 4d˜
(D − 2)∆((1 + kρ)
−1 − 1)
∑
α
c2αεα
)
, (35)
to first order in εα, where ρ = r
−d˜ and k = 2Q
√
∆/d˜. The mass per unit p-volume of the
perturbed p-brane is
m =
2Q√
∆
(
1 +
∑
α
c2αεα
)
. (36)
4We have chosen the constants of integration so that the perturbations fα, like the original functions Φ
0
α,
vanish at infinity (i.e. at ρ = 0), and also so that the perturbations remain finite on the horizon ρ =∞.
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It is easy to verify that the small perturbation mass formula (36) is consistent with the
general mass formula (29) for supersymmetric solutions, since in this case, c2α = 1/N and
∆ = 4/N . It is also consistent with the mass formula (23) for the new dyonic black hole in
the previous section. It would be of interest to know the exact mass formulae for the cases
that we have been analysing perturbatively in this section. At least for the cases where the
cα are all equal, a natural conjecture for the exact mass formula would be
m =
(∑
α
Qxα
)1/x
, (37)
where x is a constant that can be determined by requiring consistency with the mass for the
single-scalar solution where all the charges are equal. Thus we have x = logN/ log(2
√
N/∆).
This relation correctly produces x = 1 if we apply it to the supersymmetric cases, and
x = 2/3 for the new black hole dyon of section 3. It is straightforward to show that (37) is
also consistent with the perturbative result (36). If one would be able to generalise the non-
supersymmetric equal-charge single-scalar solutions discussed in section 2 to multi-scalar
solutions, it would follow from (37) that x > 1, and hence all these solutions would have
positive binding energy for all values of the charges.
5 Conclusions
In this paper, we have argued that non-supersymmetric p-branes can be viewed as bound
states of ∆ = 4 supersymmetric p-branes. In general the binding energy is non-zero, with
a sign that depends on the specific choice of the constituents, and in particular on the dot
products Mαβ of their dilaton vectors. By contrast, the single-scalar supersymmetric p-
branes with ∆ = 4/N = 2, 4/3, . . . are also bound states of appropriate ∆ = 4 constituents,
but with zero binding energy. In fact it is not clear that the single-scalar supersymmetric
solutions can be sensibly interpreted as distinct entities in their own right, since there is
nothing (other than initial conditions imposed to infinite precision) to prevent the different
charge species from drifting apart to give a multi-scalar multi-center solution. In other
words, these supersymmetric single-scalar p-branes are nothing but multi-scalar multi-center
solutions where, improbably, the centers happen to have become coincident.5
5 It is curious that the three-charge black hole in D = 5 and four-charge black hole in D = 4 have
non-vanishing entropy, which can be understood microscopically from string theory [18, 19, 20], and yet an
infinitesmial displacement of their constituents, at no cost in energy, would cause the classical entropy to
vanish.
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The existence of non-supersymmetric solutions with positive binding energy indicates
that these configurations are energetically more favourable than those where the associ-
ated constituents remain separated. Thus although the widely-separated constituents with
the charge quantum numbers of a supersymmetric p-brane will be stable, if the charges
are instead those of a non-supersymmetric p-brane with positive binding energy, the con-
stituents will be unstable to collapse. Of course, the non-supersymmetric p-brane may itself
be unstable to quantum corrections. Nontheless, the existence of the lower-energy classical
configuration is an indication of the instability of the widely-separated constituents, each
of which is asymptotically supersymmetric locally in its neighbourhood, even at the quan-
tum level. On the other hand, non-supersymmetric p-branes with negative binding energy
indicate that the associated constituents in such cases will tend to repel one another.
Note Added
After submitting this paper, we learned that the dyonic black hole in section 3 was also
discussed in [21, 22], and its fission into electric and magnetic black holes was discussed in
[22].
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